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A Low Cost Parallel Scalable FPGA

Architecture for Regular and Irregular

LDPC Decoding

Abstract

We present in this paper an architectural model for implementing parallel and scalable LDPC

decoders. This model has been developped for targetting FPGA devices and system-on-chip (SoC)

platforms. We present first the motivations of investigating a new hardware model for regular and

irregular LDPC decoders. The code flexibility, the memory usage optimization and an easy hardware

integration have been taken into account. The construction of a specific class of codes (Hardware-

Constrained-LDPC codes) is then presented. Parallelization and pseudo-randomness constraints of codes

are particularly detailled. A complete description of our parallel and scalable hardware model suitable

for reprogrammable architectures is then given. Simulation results are presented showing the efficiency

of this model with both (3,6) regular and irregular codes.

Index Terms

Hardware-Constrained LDPC codes, Parallel implementation, Field-programmable gate arrays.

I. INTRODUCTION

We are concerned in this paper with the developpment of methodologies for designing highly

integrated architectures dedicated to digital communications. The very large integration level

must be understood here as putting all digital blocks of a wireless transmitter/receiver together

on a single electronic chip. This means that both high-level processing functions (source cod-

ing/decoding, front-end interface, application-specific programs) and signal processing functions

(matched filtering, channel coding/decoding, etc) should interact closely and efficiently. In the

scope of highly integrated architectures, we present a solution for a simple integration of a

parallel channel decoder using low-density parity check (LDPC) codes. The first motivation of

this work relies on the fact that today’s demand for small and powerful digital communication

appliances creates more and more complicated constraints to meet. For example, future generation
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of smart phones or personal digital assistants will require more and more processing needs and

will be, in the same way, integrated in very restricted silicon surfaces and powered by constantly

decreasing battery voltages. Moreover, flexibility seems to be an important capability of such

systems. Small, mobile and low-power communication devices delivered in very short delays

are now available with system-on-chip (SoC) and platform-based design methodologies. Both

SoCs and platform-based concepts try to fill the gap between common hardware “platforms”

and flexible (programmable) applications.

The second motivation of our work is that error correcting methods based on LDPC codes –

presented by Gallager in 1963 [1] and rediscovered by MacKay and Neal in 1995 [2] – have been

widely studied and significant works have shown their potential closeness to the Shannon limit.

LDPC codes are decoded iteratively by belief propagation (BP) on their associated factor graph

[3]. Both high performance of these codes and simplicity of decoding (iterative) algorithms

are attractive and LDPC solutions have recently been proposed as error correcting codes in

several communication standards (DSL [4], magnetic storage [5], digital video broadcast [6]).

A significant advantage of LDPC decoders over competitors turbo-codes [7] resides in their

possible parallel implementation and several hardware solutions have already been published.

The reader can refer to [8] for a good introduction to the many aspects of implementing LDPC

architectures and the tradeoffs between performance and hardware costs.

Unfortunately, many proposed hardware solutions of LDPC decoders suffer from a serious

lack of flexibility. Some of them constitute fully parallel implementations of the LDPC factor

graph in the form of a huge number of simple processing units connected through complex

routing networks [9], [10], [11]. Among the most significant works are an ASIC realization

reaching a 1-Gb/s throughput [12] and a 54-Mb/s FPGA decoder [11]. The main advantage of

such approaches is a very short decoding duration with the drawback of very complex (pseudo-

random) and unflexible routing networks. Neither modification of codes nor scalability can be

acheived with these solutions.

Both scalability and flexibility, however could be acheived when implementing the decoding

algorithm on partly parallel structures. Code construction and hardware resources must be

therefore optimized jointly. Partly parallel architectures have been studied for both regular [13],

[14] and irregular [15] LDPC codes. The work of Hocevar [16] [17] is a good example of such

solution. Starting from a structured decoding matrix H and a matrix expansion technique, only
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a small number of functional units can implement the whole decoding computation. However,

good scalability and flexibility properties are not clear when programmable code lengths and

rates are expected.

Other approachs exist with simultaneous code, algorithmic and architectural optimizations

[18], [19] and give very good performance and speed results. Turbo-like algorithms are used for

decoding but are far from the context of our work.

The aim of this paper is to illustrate a methodology for designing hardware solutions exploiting

reconfigurability of new available architectures for an efficient integration of LDPC decoders

in SoC systems. We propose a low-cost reconfigurable and scalable parallel realization of an

hardware LDPC decoder. This parallel architectural model does not depend on the decoding

algorithm because it relies only on the LDPC parity matrix structure. Actually, all iterative

decoding algorithms derived from the BP algorithm (min-sum and its modified versions [20]) can

be considered with our model. This work presents the motivation and details of this architectural

model. Our architectural model and the LDPC code family it implements have been optimized

jointly under realistic hardware constraints. The resulting sub-class of LDPC codes has been

denoted Hardware-Constrained LDPC (HC-LDPC) and is presented shortly in this paper. Theory

and fundamentals of HC-LDPC codes can be found in [21].

This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents signal processing aspects of LDPC

decoder and gives details about the BP decoding algorithm as an example. The problem of

facing the pseudo-randomness of the codes and our solution for parallelizing LDPC decoders is

also presented in this Section. Then we present in Section III the architectural model and how it

has been implemented in hardware. Section IV gives some performance results and a discussion

is given in Section V.

II. ARCHITECTURAL ISSUES OF LDPC DECODERS

For the sake of clarity we present first the notations that will be used all along this paper. A

regular or irregular LDPC code is defined by a block of N symbols (the codeword) and a set of

M parity check equations. Each parity function applies on a subset of symbols of the codeword.

In the case of a regular LDPC code all symbols participate exactly to the same number of parity

functions and all parity functions apply on the same number of symbols. In the case of an

irregular LDPC code these quantities are conveniently expressed by two polynomials λ(x) and
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ρ(x) detailed later. The codeword C of length N contains K = N −M information symbols

and M redundancy symbols. The rate of this code is at most R ≤ K
N

.

A LDPC code is represented by its sparse parity-check matrix H of size M × N and of

density defined as Ne/(M ×N) (Ne is the number of non-zero values in the matrix). A value

hmn = 1 indicates that the nth symbol is used in the mth parity function. A regular LDPC code

is defined by a matrix containing exactly the same number of ones in each row and the same

number of ones in each column. The decoding matrix may also be represented by a bipartite

graph with N symbols (or data nodes) and M parity (or check) nodes. Using the notation of

[22], the connectivity of these nodes are expressed by the polynomials λ(x) and ρ(x) where:

λ(x) =
tcmax∑

i=2

λix
i−1 (1)

is used to indicate the fraction of edges (λi) that are connected to data nodes of degree i, and:

ρ(x) =
trmax∑

j=2

ρjx
j−1 (2)

gives the fraction of eges (ρj) connected to check nodes of degree j. A degree i data node

(respectively a degree j check node) being a node connected to exactly i (resp. j) edges.

Quantities tcmax and trmax are the upper bounds of edge connectivity. The decoding matrix

is typically constructed at random leading to a random topology of the corresponding graph.

A. Belief propagation decoding algorithm

Several approaches exist for decoding LDPC codes all derived from the BP algorithm [20].

Insisting on the fact that our model does not depend on the decoding solution, we will only

present the BP algorithm in the log domain (log-BP).

Decoding a LDPC code with log-BP consists in propagating messages along all the edges of

the factor graph. We denote vk the data to check messages and uk the check to data messages.

Messages represent probabilities (or “beliefs”) of symbols on parity checks values and partity

check values on symbols respectively. In addition to these quantities a log-likelyhood ratio u0

is associated with each data node. This ratio feeds the decoding algorithm and comes from the

channel receiver.

The following notations are used for the description of the log-BP algorithm:

• The binary codeword to be transmitted on the channel is C = [c0...cN−1]
T
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Fig. 1. Representation and notations for nodes and messages, arrows represent the message flow.

• The output of the modulation is X = BPSK[C]

• The transfer function of the channel is modelized by Y = X + W where W is an additive

white gaussian noise (AWGN).

• The decoding algorithm is fed by the log-likelyhood ratio: u0[n] = log
(

p(cn=0|yn)
p(cn=1|yn)

)

The decoding algorithm consists in three computing steps computed iteratively (see Fig. 1 for

the notations):

1) The data node process (data update) computes vk messages from uk and log-likelyhood

ratios. For each data node (i being the degree of the node and u0 the log-likelyhood ratio

entering this node):

vk = u0 +
i∑

l=1,l 6=k

ul (3)

2) The check node process (check update) computes uk messages. For each check node (j

being the degree of the node):

uk = g
( j∑

l=1,l 6=k

f(vl)
)
×

j∏

l=1,l 6=k

sgn(vl) (4)

3) The hard decision process that computes the estimated value of each symbol of the code.

For each data node:

ĉ = sgn(u0 +
i∑

l=1

ul) (5)

Note that step 1 and 3 could easily be done simultaneously. Step 3 needs a full sum of

incoming messages (plus a sign calculation) while step 1 needs extra partial differences. Two
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math functions are used in step 2 for transposing the initial needed convolution in the log-Fourier

domain. These functions are defined as:

f(x) = log(tanh(
|x|
2

)) (6)

g(x) = 2× tanh−1(exp(x)) (7)

A complete description of the log-BP algorithm can be found in [20].

An important point that must be considered when implementing LDPC decoders in hardware

consists in optimizing resources usage (gate count, memory sizes). We discuss in the following

how to manage memory needs by parallelizing hardware implementation.

B. The problem of handling randomness

Let an LDPC code be represented by its bipartite graph as shown Fig. 2. In this representation

each connection between a data node and a check node can be represented by a unique number

Ae which is the address in two memories containing the uk and vk messages propagated along

this connection. In this model, edges are numbered in a natural order from Ae = 0 to Ae =

Ne − 1 (from the data nodes side of the graph). Equivalently the ones in the decoding matrix

are numbered from top to bottom by columns first.

Decoding this LDPC code thus relies on the iteration of two processing steps:

1) the data to check process (data update) which calculates vk messages from data nodes to

check nodes using equation (3) and

2) the check to data process (check update) which calculates uk messages using equation (4).

As long as all messages are contained in memories, the two processing steps are equivalent

to reading from (and writing to) specific memory locations. More precisely, due to the edge

numbering, the first step consists in accessing memories in a natural order (from 0 to Ne − 1)

while the second step accesses memories in a pseudo-random order. Any graph topology can

then be obtained by a unique interleaving set π = {πn} of size Ne where πn is the nth check

node connection number (ie. the nth memory location) treated by the check node process. A

particular regular or irregular LDPC code is then completely defined by the set of parameters:

{N, M, λ(x), ρ(x), π}. The two irregularity profiles λ(x) and ρ(x) reduce to the two numbers

trmax and tcmax for regular codes.
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Fig. 2. Partitioning of the bipartite representation of a regular or irregular LDPC code. Each partition is associated to an

independant processing unit (PU).

The interleaver may be implemented for example by using a memory containing all πn values.

For large block length codes this solution is very expensive in terms of memory cost. Optimizing

the interleaver complexity is then a major challenge when considering hardware implementation

of large block-length codes. Parallelization of such large codes is a possible solution to this

critical issue if the interleaver size could be kept constant when the length of the code increases.

In this context, we developped a sub-class of LDPC codes – namely Hardware-Constrained

LDPC codes – well adapted for the parallelization of LDPC decoders.

In the next section, we present a brief overview of HC-LDPC codes construction, and introduce

the general concepts and notations useful for the rest of the paper. For a more detailed presentation

of the HC-LDPC codes construction, we could refer to [21].

C. Regular and irregular HC-LDPC codes construction

The construction of a HC-LDPC code parallelized on Np partitions starts with a highly

structured block-diagonal rectangular matrix Hd = diag[H0
π, H1

π, . . . HNp−1
π ] (see Fig. 3). The

(M × N) matrix Hd meets the following constraints: (i) each submatrix has strictly regular

connections both data-wise and check-wise, (ii) the total number of ones Ne in Hd is uniformly

divided onto the Np submatrices (all matrices Hp
π have the same number of ones Ne/Np) and

(iii) each submatrix structure leads to the same interleaver π = {πn}. In the particular case of

a regular code all submatrices are identical. For irregular codes, submatrices Hp
π have different

sizes, column and/or row degrees according to the polynomials λ(x) and ρ(x).
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Note that with this method, we suppose that the LDPC matrix is bit-irregular, but check-

regular. Moreover, there are certain issues in designing irregular HC-LDPC codes, and especially

the condition (iii) is sometimes rather difficult to be fulfilled. Since the interleaver is build at

random and is very constrained (it must be equal for different degrees and sub-matrices sizes),

our algorithm often gets stuck because of edges conflicts. However, the number of constraints

involved in (iii) is limited to the number of different degrees in the LDPC irregularity profile.

In our simulations, with only four different degrees (see table I), our constrained interleaver

construction succeeds 40% of the time.

The number of partitions Np thus defines the maximum number of different data and check

nodes degrees in the HC-LDPC code. At this point the parallel code is the “concatenation”

of Np independant partitions (disjoints graphs) that can be mapped independantly on a set of

Np processing units (for the messages computations) and memories (for storing messages) as

illustrated Fig. 2 .

N
0

N
1

N
2

N
3

M
0

M
1

M
2

M
3

H π
0

H π
2

H π
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

H π
3

Partition 0

....

Partition 3

H =

Fig. 3. Example of the two step construction (diagonal construction followed by moving non-zero values) with an irregular

parallel HC-LDPC code implemented on Np = 4 partitions. The HC-LDPC code is irregular on column weight only in this

example.

The next step consists in connecting these graphs with inter-partition edges. This is done

by moving a subset of ones from the diagonal matrices Hp
π to the other partitions. In order to
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respect both column and row weights (data and check degrees) as well as number of edges in

all partitions these moves must be done in the following way: a subset of values inside the

interleaving sequence are tagged by a circular partition shift s. Given a particular value of the

sequence πn and its tag sn in the partition p, this edge is moved into the partition number

(p + sn)modNp. Fig. 3 illustrates some moves in this construction.

By construction the resulting decoding matrix has exactly the given irregularity profiles λ(x)

and ρ(x) as pointed out in [21]. The performance of the code built this way depends on the

number of moved edges. This number is chosen to be a Np−1
Np

proportion of the number of edges

in each partition, so that the distribution of ones in the resulting matrix is as uniform as possible.

It is obvious to say that this method applies on any number Np of partitions and any code

block length multiple of Np.

This parallel construction of the code applies to irregular codes as well as to regular ones. The

only limitation of this construction resides in the restriction on the irregularity profiles. More

precisely the number of different (data-)node degrees is limited to the number of partitions.

For the rest of this paper, we restrict the irregular examples to the codes that have irregular

profiles in column degrees only (with regular polynomials ρ(x)). Table I shows however that

such codes have very good performance even with a limited number of partitions. The coding

rates have been chosen for a comparison purpose with the regular (3, 6) LDPC code. Thresholds

δ have been computed by applying an approximate density evolution method (in floating point

precision) and with codes of infinite lengths (refer to [23] for a detailed presentation of a finite

precision version of density evolution).

We present in the next Section the hardware implementation of the HC-LDPC decoder that

we propose based on all these architectural issues.

III. PARALLEL HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

A. Architectural model for HC-LDPC decoders

Our architectural solution consists in a representation of the decoding graph where all messages

are located in specific separate memories and processing units (PUs) are in charge of all

decoding functions. This model implements a sequential scheduling of all node operations and

is valid for any iterative message-passing algorithm. The sequential scheduling is known to

be expensive in terms of memory requirements but leads to simple and highly optimizable
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TABLE I

BEST CODES OF RATE R ≈ 0.5 WITH ρ(x) = x7 AND Np = 8 PARTITIONS. δ IS THE CODE THRESHOLD COMPUTED BY

DENSITY EVOLUTION, C IS THE CHANNEL CAPACITY.

Code λ Rate (δ − C)

Code40 λ(x) = 1
4
x + 1

4
x2 + 1

8
x4 + 3

8
x10 0.533 0.1754

Code41 λ(x) = 1
4
x + 1

4
x2 + 1

8
x4 + 3

8
x11 0.528 0.1533

Code42 λ(x) = 1
4
x + 1

4
x2 + 1

4
x5 + 1

4
x13 0.533 0.1638

Code43 λ(x) = 1
4
x + 1

4
x2 + 1

4
x5 + 1

4
x14 0.531 0.1478

Code44 λ(x) = 1
4
x + 1

4
x2 + 1

4
x5 + 1

4
x15 0.529 0.1535

Code45 λ(x) = 1
4
x + 1

4
x2 + 1

4
x5 + 1

4
x16 0.528 0.1682

Code46 λ(x) = 1
4
x + 1

4
x2 + 1

4
x5 + 1

4
x17 0.526 0.1832

(pipelined) data-paths. Pseudo-random topologies are here realized through address calculations

instead of routing networks. Scalability could also be achieved by rising up memory sizes (and

processing units numbers). In this architectural model both hardware complexity (in terms of

memory requirements) and execution time are mainly proportional to the number of ones Ne

in the decoding matrix. In order to cope with large codeword lengths we propose a parallel

architecture based on the same sequential scheduling of operations and a partitioning of the

whole codeword into several partitions. Motivations of such parallel model are twofold:

• If some specific synchronization constraints are met, the decoding duration should be divided

by the number of available PUs (the number of partitions),

• Implementing irregular codes is done by partitionning the factor graph into several regular

partitions. All data (resp. check) nodes belonging to the same partition have the same

connectivity degree.

Based on the factor graph representation of a LDPC code (see Fig. 2) we propose an architectural

model for an efficient LDPC decoder suitable for FPGA implementation.

The key points of the architecture we have presented are summarized below:

• The decoder uses a minimal amount of memory for storing messages and interleaver. This

constraint is a critical issue when targetting FPGA architectures. Both memory hierarchy
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and fixed-point representations have been optimized.

• This model allows a parallel implementation and reduces the decoding duration by a factor

of Np (the number of available processors) without the need of extra memory.

• The whole architecture is able to operate in a pipelined fashion for a minimal decoding

duration. A complete iteration of decoding a codeword with Ne edges is done in Tp+2×Ne

clock cycles (Tp is the time overhead needed for filling the pipeline stages).

• A unique interleaver sequence of minimal size distributes addresses for all partitions. The

memory size needed for the interleaver is also reduced by a factor of Np.

• The parallel implementation our model is suitable for both regular and irregular LDPC

codes.

This model could be used in conjunction with any of the BP-based decoding algorithms

presented in the litterature. More precisely, our architectural model is independant on the data

and check update equations, since different message passing algorithms (BP, logBP, Min-Sum,

etc) could be implemented only by changing the processing units. However, the use of our

parallel architecture requires a specific scheduling (namely the flooding schedule), and thereby

one can not apply directly a modified scheduling (as in [24]).

memory U memory U memory U memory U

memory V memory V memory V memory V

U
0

U
0

U
0

U
0 DP CP DP CP DP CP DP CP

configuration

addresses

addresses

interconnection network

interconnection network

Address
generator

Fig. 4. Parallel hardware model of a HC-LDPC decoder. Code is divided into multiple partitions with independant PUs

associated with a couple of local memories (U and V ). Memory accesses are routed by using two communication networks

configured by an address generator.

Fig. 4 illustrates the overall parallel architecture for a Np = 4 partitions decoder. The 4 PUs are

mainly similar and composed of two independent data paths: the data-node processor (DP) and

check-node processor (CP). The two processors work alternatively and computes sequentially

data updates (equation 3) and check updates (equation 4). Inter-partitions edges are realized
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through two identical interconnection networks configured by the tag part of the interleaver.

A unique address generator is in charge of delivering U and V memory addresses (address

part of the interleaver), network configurations and control signals. For irregular codes, the DP

processors are working on partitions with different column degrees. Therefore a dedicated FIFO

memory is inserted in the write paths for latency harmonization. All CP structures are exactly

similar when row degrees are uniforms.

sign.
ext.

sign.
ext.U0

VSat.

U

FIFO 1

FIFO 2

B

A

clock

clock

Fig. 5. Architecture of the DP unit. A first FIFO memory whose depth depends on the data node degree is present for

accumulation of incoming messages. A second FIFO memory is added for latency harmonization.

Figures 5 and 6 show respectively DP and CP structures. Computations are done in a two

steps process:

1) a complete sum of incoming messages is first performed in the A accumulator:

A = u0 +
∑i

k=1 uk (for DP processor) and A =
∑j

k=1 f(|vk|) (for CP processor).

The last accumulation is done in the B register, and then:

2) partial substractions whith the second register give the outgoing messages:

vl = B − ul (for DP processor) and |ul| = g(B − f(|vl|)) (for CP processor).

The two processors are designed to work in a pipeline fashion thus leading to a message being

written in memory at each clock cycle.

Although the two mathematical functions f(x) and g(x) are identical, the pipeline structure

needs two distincts look-up tables (LUT) for simultaneous calculation of incomming and outgoing

messages. Signs are treated in a separate data path.

Write latencies of a tc-degree DP processor and a tr-degree CP processor are respectively given

by LDP = tc + 1 and LCP = tr + 5. All DP message write cycles can be strictly synchronized

by inserting a second FIFO memory of depth (tcmax− tc) where tcmax is the maximum data node

degree in the code.
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2’s
compl.

Sat.

f(.)

g(.)

FIFO

FIFO

XOR

XOR
DFF

DFF

V

U

A

B

A

B

clock

clock

clock

clock clock

ABS

Fig. 6. Architecture of the CP unit. Absolute values and signs (produced by the ABS module) are treated separately according

to equation 4. The FIFO memories in this CP unit allow only regular connexions on the check nodes. Two D-type flip-flops

(DFF ) are used to balance latencies between the absolute values (upper) and signs (lower) data paths.

B. Interconnection networks

In the construction of a HC-LDPC code the moving of edges from local partitions to inter-

partition connections is equivalent to finding a path between u memories to PUs or PUs to

v memories. These paths are realized throught two separate (and identical) interconnection

networks. The networks are configured by the tag value in the interleaving sequence associated

with each address. Unmoved edges are considered as local accesses between PUs and u and v

memories. When a moved edge is concerned, the interconnection networks are configured and

all memory accesses are done in a similar way. Networks are used only during the check-update

step and work as circular shift connections. When using dual-ports memories with separate input

and output data busses the two networks may be easily implemented with tri-state buffers.

The address calculation unit is realized by a finite-state machine associated with a memory

containing the interleaving sequence (and tags). During the first step of the algorithm (data

update) adresses are delivered by a simple binary counter. Addresses are delivered through a

memory during the second step (check update). The address calculation unit produces also all

control signals needed by the processing units. The size of the interleaving memory depends

only on the number of edges in each partitions and on the number of partitions. Let a HC-LDPC

decoding matrix with Ne ones be implemented on Np partitions. Each partition contains Ne

Np

edges and tags are coded on log2(Np) bits. Interleaving memory thus contains Ne

Np
words with
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log2(
Ne

Np
) bits for addresses and log2(Np) bits for tags. The memory size is then given by:

Ne

Np

× (log2(
Ne

Np

) + log2(Np)) =
Ne

Np

× (log2(Ne))

That is the size of the interleaver memory is exactly divided by a factor equal to the number of

processors.

C. Finite precision computation

Some attention has been given to data representation in LDPC decoders ([25], [26]). Among

others results it has been shown that the number of bits used in a fixed-point representation

has a great impact on code performance. We have shown in [23] that both the error floors and

decoding thresholds depend directly on the number of bits used for coding integer and fractional

parts of messages when a log-BP algorithm is used. In particular, it has been shown that the

number of bits used for coding the integer part of the messages has a direct consequence on

the error floor level and the number of bits for the fractional part influences the code threshold.

Actually, the more bits are used for the integer part of the messages, the lower the error floor

is, and the more bits are used for the fractionnal part of the messages, the closer the decoding

threshold to the Shannon limit.

The same behavior has been observed for regular as well as for irregular HC-LDPC codes.

This error floor effect caused by quantization is similar for other types of LDPC codes as

shown in [20]. We also have theoreticaly studied by discrete density evolution the impact of a

reduced precision computation of the two math functions f(x) and g(x). A modification of the

logarithm base compensates part of the performance loss due to the finite-precision coding. We

have determined through density evolution the optimal log-bases for different coding precisions,

by chosing the bases which exhibit the lowest decoding threshold [23]. Note that the optimal

bases depend both on the code structure (irregularity profile) and the decoding precision.

Simulations and results presented in the next Section are all obtained with optimal log-bases

and fractionals coded in two’s complement on 8 bits (4 bits for the fractional part, 4 bits for the

integer part). Of course, using more bits would yield to better results, but a 8 bits coding seems

to be a good compromize between memory cost and decoding performance.
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IV. RESULTS

A. Simulations

We present here simulation results for two differents codes with log-BP decoding. The first

is a (3,6) regular code with two different sizes (N = 1056 and N = 4128) implemented on 1

(single processing unit) and 2, 4, 8 and 16 processing units and logarithm base 1.27. The second

is the irregular code “Code43” of size N = 4096 and of rate R = 0.531 with an irregular column

degree and a regular row degree (see Table I). Due to its particular irregular profile, this code

can be implemented on 4 partitions or any number multiple of 4. Only 4 and 8 parallelization

degrees are presented for this code. The logarithm base used for this irregular code is 1.28.

All simulations have been done with fixed-precision messages coded with 8 bits (4 bits for the

integer part and 4 bits for fractional part).
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Fig. 7. Compared decoding preformances for two regular codes and one irregular code. 50 decoding iterations have been

applied with fractionals coded in two’s complement with 8 bits (Q4.4).

Fig. 7 shows that the number of partitions has no significant impact on performance for these

three codes. We have also made extensive simulations to compare the performance of HC-LDPC
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codes with a completely random matrix. The results reported in [21] show that the two types

of codes perform equally as long as a reasonable number of processing units are considered

(typically less than 24).

An interesting remark can be made about the error floor level. This floor level has been

discussed in our previous work ([23], [21]) and proved to be dependant on the number of bits

used for coding fractional part of messages. Simulations show that this floor level is preserved

whatever is the parallelization degree. Two important behaviors are preserved when parallelization

is applied: (1) a lower decoding threshold when block length increases (N = 1056 versus

N = 4128) and (2) better performances when irregular codes are used.
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Fig. 8. Compared decoding performances of the (4128,-,3,6) regular decoder at constant decoding time.

By using the fact that our parallelization model strictly divides the overall decoding time

by the number of available processing units we can see a significant performance gain when

allocating more resources (see Fig. 8). In particular, one can gain 1.5 dB at a BER of 2.10−5

when using 2 processing units instead of 1 (and 0.5 dB more whith 4 PUs). In the same time,

bit error rate at 2 dB is lowered by more than 2 decades when 4 processing units are allocated
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Fig. 9. BER at SNR=2.0 dB as a function of decoding time. The x axis represents decoding time (number of iterations divided

by number of available processors).

instead of a single one. However the decoding algorithm reaches its performance limit near the

40th iteration in the case of this particular regular code. In order to take into account this limit

in our discussion, we chose to present the bit error rate at a given SNR with respect to the actual

decoding time. The decoding time can be defined as the total number of iteration divided by

the number of processing units (see Fig. 9). We can see that although the performance of the

code at SNR=2.0 dB saturate, the limit is reached more rapidly when allocating more processing

units. In particular, 5 iterations are needed with 16 PUs while 15 iterations are necessary when

2 PUs are used.

B. FPGA implementation results

Based on the model described, several regular and irregular HC-LDPC decoders were imple-

mented on an APEX 20Ke ALTERA FPGA device (EPXA10). A high level of flexibility was

possible by specifying the whole architecture in VHDL and only minor modifications of the code

were necessary for the exploration of different code lengths, rates and parallelization factors.
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Implementation results of a rate 0.531 2048-b irregular decoder with a parallelization factor of

4 PU running log-BP are the following: 978 Logic Cells (LC) are used for the implementation

of the 4 PU (2.5% occupation), 71 LC for the two inteconnection networks (barrel shifters),

542 LC for the sequential logic and a total of 164224 memory bits for LLR, messages and

interleaver. The negligible amount of Logic Cells used by the routing networks and the 24960

memory bits needed for storing the interleaver – thus the decoding matrix – confirm that a high

parallelization degree can be reached without combinatorial or routing penalty.

A decoding iteration is completed in 2× Ne

Np
+ NLAT clock cycles where NLAT represents the

accumulated CP and DP latencies. The maximum working frequency of this decoder is 37.89

Mhz thus allowing a maximum channel throughput of 1 Mb/s with only 4 processing units.

V. CONCLUSION

Hardware-Constrained LDPC codes are codes optimized under specific hardware consider-

ations encompassing optimal bit-coding of messages and decoding performances under log-

BP technique. Using this class of codes, we presented in this paper an architectural model

for implementing parallel regular and irregular HC-LDPC decoders. Parallelization is done by

splitting the sparse decoding matrix into several partitions treated simultaneously. In addition

to an easy implementation model, the simulations of HC-LDPC decoders exhibit very good

performances.

By applying parallelization on iterative LDPC decoding algorithms the resulting hardware

model avoid some critical drawbacks present in other LDPC decoders. Our architecture does

not relies on a particular code: changing the interleaver memory content is equivalent to using a

new code in the transmission. Moreover, only simple interconnect networks are needed instead

of very complex routing networks. Scalability is also achievable for either handling very long

block length codes or reaching better decoding speeds. This simple scalable parallel model of

LDPC decoders is in our opinion the first solution for an easy integration of channel decoding

co-processors in future low-cost communication devices (next generation mobile phones, smart

PDAs).

Although our architectural model is independant of a particular technology (VLSI or FPGA),

it has been successfully implemented on a System-On-Chip platform (an ALTERA Excalibur-

ARM FPGA device) for regular and irregular HC-LDPC codes. Benchmarks have been applied
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and give results comparable to the simulations.
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